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Shakes _Production To Parody 
Love, Life, Court ... and College 
Senate Formulates Proposal 
For Senior Cars on Campus 
Performing in Shakespeare Society's production of Love's Labor Lost 
this weekend will be (1. to r.) Candy Loomis '68, Pam Price '67, and 
Nancy Hughes '67. photo by Gale Mamon '68 
by Susan Sprau '68 
Last night Senate formulated a I tee chairman, justified lihe stringency 
-prelimin•ary plan to allow seniors to of Senate's preliminary pla:1. Noting 
keep cars on campus during term II that Senate had reached a stalmate 
8'3 well as term III of this year. 
1 
at its .previous meeting, she empha-
If put in operation, the plan would sized that in order to get cars for 
allow seniors who have obtained par- ~eniors in term II, "we must agree 
ental permission to purohase regis- ~ this evening on a form of a plan most 
tration stickers from the director of ~ikely to receive approval ~d subm!t 
-reside:1ce for parking space on cam- 1t to the proper authont1es. Th1s 
pus. RegistratiGn would be groanted means we must put the proposal in its 
on a finst-come-first-served basis .pro- .most conservative form, eliminating 
vided students presented proof of points of CO!ttenti'on, to ease it 
adequate insura•nce and observed tihrough. By disputing these points 
certain regulations. now we are obstructing, nay paralyz-
Stringent Conditions ing our own purposes; we are put-
The plan requires that s~niors have Ung nails under our own tires." 
snow tires or clhains 0:1 their cars 
during term II. Seniors would be 
Senate Will Revise Rule 
able to drive on campus only to and She added that once in operation 
from their assigned parki•ng lots. this plan, like any other GreybOok 
They would be able to lend their cam rule, will be subject to SE!!Iate''S re-
to juniors and seniors only, !not view. After observing how tlhe plan 
by Nancy Heller '67 1 Nav-arre, Oandace Loomis '68, and freshmen or sophomores), provided works out this year, Senate will have 
Vice-President-Director, . 1 three othe~· lords vow to l<>rswea.r the available data rrom which to develop 
I that letters of permission from both Shakespeare Society co~pany. o~. wome•n and to" make the lender's •a!ld the borrower's pa-r- a more liberal ~d comprehensive The re!lunciatiQI!l of the opposite : their COUI t a little academe. Only ents were !filed with the director of I set of car r_egulall~ns. -
sex for the pursuit of an academic Bc•rowne, Nancy J:Iu~es '67 •_ i~ skepti- residenci!. Violations of any of t.nlese Senate w11l contmue to discuss the 
life might easily fonn Uhe ba•sis for a cal about the P~Ssibihty of livmg such condition- might mean that a stu- existi•ng regulations coocerning rent· 
satire of Wellesley, It i•s partly for an unnatuml life. dent's car registration would be re- ing and borrowing cars. Also O!l Sen-
this reason Ulat tJhe Shakespe::ure In true Shakespearean tn,aditio!l it voked for the remainder .of the year. ate's agenda for term II is discussion 
Society will produce Love's Labour's I Co ntinued on pa,::e four 1 Marion Ferguson '67, car commit· of the controvereial points, such as 
Lost, a comedy mocking the a,ffccta- whether there Should be academic re-
tions of the Elizabethan court ,at F.,,m To Exam·lne CDGM, Its Effects strictiOI!llS on the social privilege of 
the society house F'ri. and Sat , Nov. C'a'!' ownership and whet:h:er tlhere can 
18 and 19, at 8 p.m. and Sat at be !fewer .prohibitions against driving 
2 p.m. by Penny Orther '69 community. on campus without precipitating !Jraf-
'I'he ·similiarities between the Court c· -1 - h -11 the This particul ar community is un- fie ""ngestio!l. 1v1 R1 g ts group w1 present '-V 
of Navarre and colleg"' IH•e make usual . because the underprivileged 
" film "Child Development Group of 
Academic Council Reviews Plan 
This afternoon Mr. Roger Johnson, 
Mr. Alan Schechter, and Miss Claire 
Zimmerman, Academic Council's Sen-
ate reps, were to submit to Academic 
Council, this car proposal as well as 
the bus program whiclh Senate has 
akeady put in operation. At its Nov-
ember 30 meeting, Senate will take 
i!lto consideration Academic Council's 
suggestions. Then Senate will submit 
a final proposal for C'are in term II 
to Miss Ruth Adams, College presi-
dent, who will act on tlhe proposal as 
Slhe and the trustees deem practic-
able_ 
In previous yeal1S, the College has 
not charged seniors for parking their 
cars on campus during term IlL Un-
denstoo-d in Senate's preliminary pla!l 
is that ·all students who keep oors on 
campus in term III as well as term 
II shall pay a .parkmg registration 
.fee to cover the cost of the parking 
lot -service. CStvclents keeping cars 
on campus for less th·an one week 
withm a month would be exempt from 
this charge and would oonti!lue to 
register witfrl the director of residCI!lce 
oas in the past>_ 
Miss Adams reported that for this 
year , t1he cost of parking on campus 
could run as high as $90 per car. In 
future years, when junions as well 
as 'Seniors could keep cars on campus 
costs might be lowered to $75 per 
car per year. 
this play especially suited to Welles- Mississippi" toni ght at 7 :30 p.m. in themselves run the development pro-
ley_ The cou'l"t life parallels that o'f Pend leton. This film, narrated by a grams. The film describes this 
Wellesley not only in its semi-celi- Negro Mississippian, was recently unique aspect of Second Pilgrim's 
bate environment, but i.n the conflict I made at Second Pilgram 's Rest, one Rest. It focuses on the specific com-
bctwee!l arti.ficiality and naturalness II of the CDGM centers. It explains munity action, showing, for ex-
as welL the Headstart program and related ample, a meeting of parents who ex-
Treves Fund To Sponsor 
As the p}fly openiS the King of operations now in progress in · that plain what CDGM has meant to Chantber Ensemble Concert 
them and to their children. Being 
Barn 1 o Stage ~Lysistrata' invol ved in the operation of the de-velopment programs, they a re aware of the progress that is being made 
at their center. 
Aristophanes' Lysistrata , the fam-
ous play of the sex-strike agai nst 
war, first performed in 411 B.C., 
will be the fall production of the 
Wellesley College Theatre . Perform-
ances. in Alumnae Hall , will be at 8 
p.m .. Fri. and Sat. , Dec. 2 and 3. 
Tile plot concerns a conspiracy of 
the women of Greece, led by Lysis-
trata of Athens and Lampito of 
Sparta , to halt the Peloponnesian 
War by denying them elves to their 
husbands or lovers unless or until 
the men agree to end the war. Con-
currently, the women seize the Ac-
ropolis of Athens and the wa r treas-
ury held there in a further effort to 
halt the hostilities. 
Ridicules Suffering 
stow. and the production will be the White Threat 
fir~ t at Wellesley to be designed by Although unique in many ways, 
Enc Levenson. the thea tre's new de- 1 Second Pilgrim's Rest typifies the 
sign director. Gina Burnes '69 is CDGM centers. Its problems make 
stage-manager. those of all the centers more compre-
Conspirators hensihle. - For example, this com-
Sally MacKinnon '67 will have the munity had to have available facil-
leading role of Lysistrata, dismisser of ities for a center before it could ob-
armies. He r co-conspirators in- tain money from the government In 
elude Ginny Hammonds '69, Lauren this case, the community erected its 
Simon '68 and Susan Levin '67. The own buildings without government 
leader of the chorus of old women funds. In addition, it had to cope 
will be Sue Taylor '69; her opposite wi th the threats of white Mississip-
number among the old men will be pians, and it had to resolve the ques-
Richard Glover. tion of whether or not to fight vio-
Colltinued 0 11 page eight Continued on page four 
Film Society Presentation 
To Explore Bohemian Life 
Aristophanes takes full advantage 
of the opportunities provided by his 
plot to ridicule the men (and the 
women) suffering from this sexual 
privation. Both the portrayal of the 
consequences of .involuntary contin- On Fri., Nov. 18, Jules and Jim, I analysis. 
ence and the language of its descrip- acclai med as one of the best early Ba~ed on Autobiography 
Rudolph Barshai will direct the string ensemble of the Moscow Cham-
ber Orchestra in a concert to be performed here Nov. 29. 
lion are totally uninhibited . Lysis- movies of the French New Wave, I -The f~lm is based on an auto-
t~ata has long been notoriou~ for the wi ll be shown in Pendleton at 7 and I blographtca_l novel by Henri-Pierre A concert by the Moscow Cham-dtrectness and freedom of Its treat- · Roche, a ftgure in the Paris literary ' ber Orchestra is the Rebecca Bachar-
ment of sex. The "obscenity" of 1 9 p.m. The movie examines the I community of the early 1900's. Di- ach Treves Fund event of the year. 
Aristophanes, and indeed of Greek lives of two carefree bohemians, rector Francois Truffaut, who has The string ensemble, directed by Ru-
old comedy in general, is one of its Jules and Jim (Oskar Werner and I also made 400 Blows and Shoot the dolf Barshai, will present an all-
major characteristics and nowhere Henri Serre), living in the avant l Piano Player, directed Jules and Jim Haydn program Tuesday, Nov. 29 at 
more evident than in this play. garde li terary community of Paris in 1962. 8 p.m. in Alumnae HalL 
Eloquent Plea I at the time of its greatest unity and The film follows t~ New Wave The Treves Fund, which last year 
But in all of this there is nothing I prominence, just prior to World War technique of using technical effects, sponsored the presentation of the 
sly or nasty - what is comical in I. camera and especially music, to Yugoslav Academic Chorus, the New 
human sexuality is held up to ridi- Both young men share a love for achieve its artistry. Truffaut, also -in York Pro Musica, and the Circle-in-
eule imd forms only a part of the the perverse and evasive Catherine, accord with New Wave, uses action the . Square production of Trojan 
comic playwright's. _el~q.uent plea for 1 port_raye~ by Jeanne M.orea~. The not to present a moral or t~eory, Women , was estab~ishe~ by Dr. Nor-
peace and reconciliation among the 
1
. tragi~Omic e~ents of the1r tnangular ?u~ to _portray _ and obse~v~ hfe as man Treves for his w1fe ('21) "for 
warring states of Greece. relatwn&hip m the years after their 1t _1s, With all 1ts c~mtrad1~11ons and l major cultural events at the col-
A cast of over thirty has been as- meeting constitute the film's main emgmas left beautifully mtact and lege." 
sembled _ by director Paul R. Bar- action ansi . the . basis for character UQexpla,i,qed. , , • . . , •. tu. its: American debnt; the Mos-
Wayne J. Shilket, N.Y. 
cow Chamber Orchestra received an 
enthusiastic reception. The New York 
Times reported, "It should have come 
as no surprise that the Moscow 
Chamber Orchestra is a superb en-
semble, but the high expectations 
were so far exceeded that one was 
left open-mouthed in admiration. The 
opportunity to hear them should not 
be missed." 
Th e Herald Tribune concurred, 
saying, " It is a perfectly wonderful 
ensemble. Its style is robust, its en· 
semble is impeccable, its tone is beav· 
enly. Such extraordinary music mak· 
ing should not be missed." 
Continued on page five 
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290 Abroad Now Speak Aloud! 
The 290 program at Wellesley was co_nceived as a way of 
providing students with the opportun!tY for mdepend~nce, .for. ex-
ploration, .for experimentation, for discovery. What IS stu~y m a 
foreign country but a chance for independence, .for exploration, for 
experimentation, .for discovery? In other words, News feels that the 
recent requests by some members of the class of 19~8 to pur~ue 
their 290 projects in a foreign country represent an mterpretatwn 
of the 290 program which is an exciting and a totally logical ex-
tension of its aims. 
Viet Defense Role Indefensible 
The decision as to the possibility of such study has not yet 
been made public. News hopes that the Administrative Board will 
respond favorably to at least the principle underlying these requests. 
Though we would stress that study outside of the college comm';l-
nity should be the exception and not the rule, and that these stx 
weeks should not be used for frivolous sightseeing, we do feel that 
in certain cases permission should be granted. Where a_n .i~divid~al 
project has been clearly thought out, where the posstbtht.Y of tts 
execution has been demonstrated, and where extra credtts have 
been or could qe earned in order to exempt the student from the 
necessity of completing another course in Term III , such a use of 
290 could be extremely valuable for both the student and the col-
lege community. 
The advantage of study in another country hardly needs me~­
tion. The new environment would provide not only tremendous sti-
mulation but also resources which the Wellesley library simply can-
not rival. Students then would be able to' study primary sources, to 
investigate . material at first-hand rather than reading about it in 
books and to pursue projects which would be impossible to ex-
plore in any other place. But aside from the academic gains, stu-
dents could profit from the additional time spent in the c~untry. In 
fact, in some instances the availability of the source matenal makes 
the use of these six weeks essential if the project is to be pursued 
at all. Integration of such work with the 290 program w~mld not 
only give students the extra time they might need, but tt would 
serve Wellesley in a very important way. By allowing the student to 
count her study towards 290, Wellesley at the same time places 
upon her the ·responsibility of sharing her experiences. Part ·of the 
value of 290 consists in the community experience it affords; and 
although the girl pursuing her study outside of Wellesley could not 
share her information while in the process of acquiring it, she could 
very easily lead some discussions or conduct small lectures upon 
her return. 
News foresees some problems in the area of finances. Would 
-the girl who will use neither her room nor the facilities of the college 
be expected to pay the fees for room and board nonetheless? If so, 
by Ellen Doblin '67 
"I wonder, when I look at the 
bombed peasant hamlets, the orphans 
begging and stealing in the streets, 
and the women and children with, 
napalm burns lying on the hospital 
cots, whether the United States or 
any nation has the right to inflict 
this suffering and degradation on an-
other people for its own ends." 
Neil Sheehan, N.Y. Times Magazine, 
Oct. 9, 1966 
Sheehan voices here the bewilder-
ing responsibility that faces Ameri-
cans today. The United States Govern-
ment, acting in the name of the 
American people, is committing atro-
cities in Vietnam for reasons that are 
morally unjustifiable. 
To support this assertion I will ex-
amine the reasons the Johnson Ad-
ministration gives for the American 
war effort in Vietnam (the third lar-
gest 'war' involvement in American 
history), suggest other possible rea-
sons and discuss the role of the 
American people in the war. 
President Johnson says, 
"We fight because we must fight 
if we are to live in a world where 
every country can shape its own 
destiny, ... we have n • .tde a pledge 
to help South Viet Nam defend its 
independence." 
(Speech at Johns Hopkins University) 
April 1, 1965 
How have · we heiped South Viet-
Nam "shape its own destiny?" In 
1945, after centuries of Chinese, 
French and Japanese domination of 
Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh led an in-
dependence movement that Presi-
dent Eisenhower estimated had the 
support of 80% of the Vietnamese. 
But in U.S. eyes, Ho Chi Minh was 
an 'unacceptable' popular leader; he 
was a communist. Therefore the 
United States backed a more 'demo-
cratic' leader, Ngo Dinh Diem. 
Although Diem had certain pfo-
blems, for instance, "as a minority 
figure in his own country he required 
strengthened police power," massive 
aid was supplied by the U.S. When the 
Buddhist Quan Due set fire to him-
self to protest the Diem regime fin-
ally the truth about the oppressive 
practices of this 'popular' leader be-
came clear. Diem was able to stay in 
power because of American money 
and MSU police administration ad-
vice, not because the Vietnamese peo-
ple supported him. 
This is not merely a question of 
historical interest. The military junta, 
led by Premier Ky, and again mas-
sively supported by .U.S. aid, is far 
from even the most modest defini-
tion of a .'democratic' institution. The 
recent Vietnamese elections are proof 
of this. There was press censorship 
and only candidates approved by the 
Ky administration could run and vote. 
South Viet-Nam does not seem to 
have defended its independence from 
U.S. power, and it is not at all clear 
that U.S. influence is 'good' for Viet-
Nam where as supposed northern com-
munist influence is bad. 
What is the meaning of the U.S. 
claim that Viet-Nam must be de-
fended from "northern aggression?'.' 
Defense department sources state that 
there are 283,000 "enemy troops" in 
South Vietnam. Of these 35,000 to 
40,000 are believed to be North Viet-
The Reader Writes 
perhaps the student could .finance at least a part of her trip through , Keynote 
scholars·hip grants .for foreign study. Moreover, the added financial 
burden might act as an insurance that a girl's purpose is a serious 
one. 
Credo of knowing this. Second, while I am in Mr. Goldman's camp (or Mr. 
Goldman is in mine) on the econom-
ic issues, I assume Mr. D'Amato and 
I agree on the broader issue of cars 
for students. I am in favor of cars 
in principle. 
Ode to Locomotion 
(With apologies to Robert Burns and thanks to Senate's Bus 
Committee) : 
P. h, what power the gift did 'gee us, 
The Bus Committee's brand-new b-us! 
·It will from many a subway free us, 
This means of motion! 
The humble, scruggy ticket-buyer, 
Protected now from muck and mire, 
Will find herself to Cambridge nigher 
Through locomotion! 
Now the museum connoisseur, 
IntJepid scholar, voyageur 
Have wherewithal to minister-
Thanks to the Bus Committee. 
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To the editor: 
Keynote this year feels its respon-
sibility not only to encourage the ex-
change of creative output and respon-
sible criticism at Wellesley but to en-
able Wellesley students to compare the 
quality and direction of their material 
with that of their contemporaries else-
where. With this in mind, we have 
established an exhibit in the library 
of literary magazines rrom colleges 
throughout the country. The exhibit 
will be housed permanently in the 
recreational reading room in the 
library, and all are encouraged to 
make use of it. 
In addition, we hope to establish a 
series of student poetry readings to 
fulfill the purposes outlined above in 
giving the community direct contact 
with writers of varied experience and 
inclination. Also under consideration 
is the publication of faculty material, 
of original music, and of a greater 
range of prose work. Keynote this 
year has an entirely new critic board. 
We are ·interested in all types of res-
ponsible and critical interchange be-
tween artist and publication. Members 
of the Keynote staff will be return-
ing material personally and promptly 
to the writer with the criticisms of 
the board. We hope this direct con-
frontation will encourage contribu-
tions. Submissions, literary and artis-
tic, may be turned in to the Keynote 
basket in the Info Bureau. At the 
same time, we would appreciate any 
suggestions for programs or policies 
that students feel would improve our 
role on campus. We invite and wel-
come both contributions and criti-
cisms. 
Sincerely, 
Joan Manheimer '68 
Editor, Keynote 
Guns or Butter? 
To the Editor: 
Mr. D'Amato's rejoinder to Mr. 
Goldman, published by News on No-
vember 3, deserves a reply. I shall 
confine my reply to Mr. D'Amato's 
third point - the "economic issues." 
I do so for two reasons. First, Mr. 
Goldman and I both believe th~se 
~conomic issues are important, but 
since I was unable to attend the Sen-
ate meeting, Mr. Goldman generous-
ly offered to bring them up. There-
fore, Mr. D'Amato's rejoinder ought 
to have been directed at me as well, 
although, of course, he had no way 
Mr. Goldman and I would like to 
know how much student cars on 
campus would cost. Ideally, an econ-
omis! wo.uld prefer to have this cost 
<:.'(pressed in terms of alternatives 
foregone. If cars for juniors and sen-
iors can be accommodated with ex-
isting parking facilities, and if park-
ing fees cover all maintenance costs, 
there are no econmic issues. But 
if parking lots must be constructed 
and the cost amortized through park-
ing fees over several years, then it 
is perfectly legitimate to ask what 
other services the College must fore-
go for a while. 
For instance, will there be mini-
mal portions and no second helpings 
of food in the dormitory dining 
rooms? Will the lighting of campus 
paths continue to be inadequate for 
sometime in the future? Will an ex-
pansion in the number and size of 
scholarships have to be postponed? 
Will the College be unable to keep 
faculty salaries competitive and 
therefore be unable to continue to 
attract competent faculty members? 
Or will be the College be unable to 
provide improved transportation fa-
cilities for those students who do not 
have access to a car, or for those 
who wish to leave or return to camp-
us when someone with a car is not 
available, or even for those who do 
have a car but sometimes may pre-
fer not to drive it into Cambridge 
or Boston? These are also areas 
where the College must consider the 
happiness or unhappiness of the cus-
tomers, to use Mr. D'Amato's termin-
ology. 
Both Mr. Goldman and I fully 
realize that it is not possible in fact 
to express the costs of student cars· 
to the College in terms of alterna-
tives foregone. As I read the reports 
of the Senate meetings, it seems to 
me that Senate is giving serious and 
commendable consideration to this 
cost, at least in terms of dollars, as 
well as to the desirable level of park-
ing fees, which determines how long 
other services will have to be fore-
gone. Mr. Goldman and I are, at 
worst, merely misguided in our at-
tempt to bring the real costs, which 
the money costs veil, into sharper 
focus. Mr. D'Amato and the editor-
namese, 60,000 Vietcong main force 
troops plus 170,000 other Vietcong 
forces. Thus by implication approxi-
mately 87% of the 'enemy' troops 
are South Vietnamese. 
In addition, the great majority of 
their foreign-made arms are captured 
American guns. How then can the 
threat to the Saigon government be 
from northern aggression? In the 
guerilla fighting the U.S. is opposing 
a mostly indigenous and popular 
movement. 
President Johnson's policy of bomb-
ing North Viet-Nam is even more 
curious once the indigenous nature of 
the struggle in South Vietnam is un-
derstood. However, that the bombing 
has been escalated indicates that the 
myth of communist aggression from 
the north plays an important role 
in American foreign policy. This is 
not an isolated situation but fits into 
.the American cold war view of a 
'democratic' world, faced with an ag-
gressive Communist conspiracy. 
It is important to understand the 
extent and the function of the cold 
war myth. Joseph Alsop wrote in 
1955, "At first it was difficult for 
me, as it is for any Westerner, to 
conceive of a Communist government 
that was also a popular govern-
ment . . . " An interesting example of 
this monolithic thinking is the Bay of 
Pigs fiasco where the supposedly 
downtrodden mass of Cubans did not 
rise to embrace their American-
trained liberators. 
Paul Baran, in The Political Econ-
omy of Growth and Robert Wolfe, in 
"American Imperialism and the Peace 
Movement" (Studies on the Left, 
May - June 1966) feel that the fight 
against a mythological Communist 
conspiracy plays an essential role for 
the American economy. 
United States policy "assumes that 
the triumph of socialism throughout 
the entire Third World is in fact so 
imminent that only the most des-
perate measures (as the U.S. in Viet-
Nam) can turn the tide." Wolfe be-
lieves that this assumption is not based 
on fact but rather on the importance 
that military spending (Baran's estim-
ate-20% of the GNP) plays in the 
functioning of the American economy. 
Wolfe also states that this argument 
does not imply that the American 
policy makers are a group of Machi-
avellian plotters but rather that, 
"while Washington seeks to defend 
real interests, it seeks to do so on 
the basis of a mythological view of 
the world, a view which derives from 
a total inability, to understand the 
spread of socialism except in terms 
of foreign aggression, mysterious sub-
version and Great Power interven-
tion." 
This is not an argument that can 
be evaluated easily or on the basis of 
a superficial study of the war in 
Viet-Nam. But the complexity of the 
situation is no excuse for not making 
a profound study, for not taking a 
position. Many German youths think 
in horror of the active part their 
parents' passivity played in the ex-
termination of millions of people. I 
wonder if some day our children will 
look in horror at us. 
ial staff of News surely do not be-
lieve these costs to be unimportant -
rather, they are convinced that no 
matter what the costs, the benefits 
certainly outweigh them. 
Let me now turn to Mr. D'Amato's 
discourse on the economics of it all. 
We must not assume that Mr. D'Am-
ato wishes to change the motto of 
the College from Non Ministrari, Sed 
Ministrare to Make The Students 
Happy So That They Will Be Benev-
olent Alumnae; he is merely giving 
us a lesson in economics. Mr. D'Am-
ato suggests that if the students are 
made happy today, they will be gen-
erous contributors to the College in 
the future. This may be true, but it 
does not eliminate the economic is-
sues. While it may take very little 
time to give the students cars, and 
hence happiness, it does take time to 
make students into alumnae, and it 
may take even more time to make 
them into generous alumnae. There-
fore, we shall have to consider the 
economic costs involved in waiting. 
It should be obvious why Dr. D'Am-
ato's solution did not occur to Mr. 
Continued on page seven 
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CBS Explores Apartheid Issue tOld Lady' Proves Delightful 
by Demie Kurz '68 
Ten to twenty women wearing black 
sashes stood in silent vigil around a 
flame in front of the South African 
government buildings to protest the 
Sabotage Act, which punishes those 
who criticize the government by a 
minimum penalty of five years im-
prisonment and a maximum penalty 
of death. This scene introduced "Sabo-
tage in South Africa," a CBS docu-
mentary film shown by the Civil 
Rights Group last weak. The film was 
obtained by Mr. Dunbar Moodie of 
the sociology department, who is 
chairman of the Cambridge Committee 
of Human Rights for Southern Africa. 
were wounded. Following Sharpsville Africans and towards the curtailment 
the African Congress was banned. of civil liberties, but felt helpless 
It was also following Sharpsville to act. 
that the Sabotage Act was passed, Need American Support 
which, along with other laws, makes After the film the Reverend Glad-
any opposition to the government stone Ntlabati a black South African 
highly dangerous. The vigil of the studying for his Ph.D. at Harvard, 
"Women of the Black Sash," shown echoed the feelings of others in the 
at the beginning of the movie, was film by speaking urgently of the need 
soon put to an end. An outspoken for American support. Since Ameri-
Englishwoman who criticized the can investment is increasing in South 
government in the film was, a few Africa because of the cheap labor and 
days later, put under "house arrest." the U.S. government will do nothing 
HetplesSDeSs to curtail it, he said that many South 
"House arrest" means confinement Africans think that the U.S. supports 
to one's home for life, except to go apartheid. 
to work, without being able to see He suggested that individuals could 
or write to anyone but one's family. withdraw money from the Chase Man-
Among those interviewed was a hattan Bank and other firms which 
newspaper editor who had frequently have come to the aid of South Afri-
criticized government policies and had cans; support refugee programs for 
been in jail. He was forced to escape black South Africans through the 
from South Africa after the film was World Council of Churches; perhaps 
made. Other whites interviewed ex- bring a student to Wellesley; and 
pressed sharp disapproval of many write to Congressmen, who will soon 
government policies, both towards 1 Continued on page six 
by Susie Linder '67 
"Sunday to her was only a £resh 
ironed shirt,'' until her husband died 
and her work! expanded. The plot of 
The Shameless Old Lady is as simple 
as that and its theme is equally 
stmightlforward. In {act, it is just this 
simplicity of treatment combined with 
marvelous acting tlhat makes the film 
one of the most reffe.shi!lg and one 
of the most moving that this reviewer 
has seen in a J:ong time. 
The Devilish Old Lady 
The film, adapted by Rene Allio 
from an early Short story by Bertolt 
Brecbt, traces tihe development of 
Madame Bl:'rthe from a drawn, re-
served and selfless wife and mother 
into a spontaneous, energetic, evEn 
devilish old lady. As Brecht intended 
the story, it was to .portray an old 
woman throwing off the resbl'aints of 
trourgeois respectability. Not only 
does Madame Bertlhe's closest lriend 
become the prostitute Rosalie, but 
she reacts against her former neces-
In order to explore the government 
policy of apartheid, or complete seg-
regation of the Iaces, and its effect 
on the three million whi~ and 15 
million non-white South Africans, the 
film presented interviews with a va-
riety of South Africans, from govern-
ment ministers, to whites in pre-
carious positions because they oppose 
apartheid, to underground African 
leaders. 
Martyrdom? 
The world must "understand our 
problem" said the Minister of Lands, 
If others saw apartheid work he felt 
Student Concert Turns into R e.cital of Musical Parodies; 
Uneven Quality of Students' P.erformances Mars· Works 
that they would perhaps want to copy by Kay Williams '69 
it themselves. However, the narrator The \lllleVC!l quality Olf the student 
of the film explained that under apart- concert Sunday night turned it into 
heid the majority of Africans are a recital of musical parodies of Mo-
~~:~i~~~t t~e~!~ . ~~u~~/~:;k~~er~ zart, Prokofiev, Hindemith, and Bee-
mines. Their civil liberties or any thoven. 
political power are non-existent. A Mozart lover would not have 
When questioned abo.ut policies such heard Mozart, a Prokofiev lover only 
as caning Africans and requiring them a near approximation of Prokofiev. 
to carry pass-books at all times un- Lovers otf Hin~e~ith and .Beethoven 
der penalty of arrest, the Minister of were better S'atlsfted, but, ~ ge!ler~l, 
Justice cited that children too are the su-ccesses of an effective begm-
caned when disobedient. With r;gard I ning here, a nice movement there, 
to the pass-books, he stated that only frustrated •enjoyment of tlhe 
"liberty is no license." A minister of whole. 
the apart heid Dutch Reform church 
noted that Africans are often in mis-
erable conditions. but that certainly 
"apartheid can lead a man to Christ." 
Abortive Congress 
Africans formed an African Con-
gress in 1912, a non-violent organi-
zation. In 1960 the A.C. organized an 
entirely peaceful demonstration at 
Sharpsville. However, it was met with 
violence, and 69 Africans were killed 
most shot in the back and many more 
Redeeming Moments 
The performance was Tedeemed, 
however, by several such successes. 
The light, br·eathlng quality of Mozart 
style was occasionally achieved in 
t'he pia!lis.simos and diminuendos and 
'helped by the quick, bouncing runs of 
the thir.d allegro movement, the best 
movement after the musicians had 
warmed up to their music. Kathleen 
Winslow '68, on tlhe piano, did her 
best to inregrate a badly controlled 
Contribute to Restoration of Italian Art 
Wellesley Will Hold Book and Print Sale 
Wellesley College will do its part 
in contributing to the restomtion of 
Italian art d:amaged by the recent 
floods in Florooce and Venice, ac-
cording to Mr. John McAndrew, pro-
fessor of art. 
than contributions in Februacy," he 
said. Twenty chemists, art restorers, 
and other technical experts will fly 
to Florence this week to begin restor-
ation. Over 1,000 pai!ltings, 300,000 
books and 100,000 photographic nega-




The freshness of Prokofiev in the 
imitative i!lter.play of flute (Marion 
Goertzel '67) and pia!llo rM<a<rgaret 
Ulmer '69) was not lost. Such music 
encllants whether calling to mind 
movements of water under <Silent 
ferns or more abstract movements of 
the mind: passing thoughts, tossing 
W'eams, changi!lg moods. 
Finish Fair 
The most flawless performance of 
the evening remained that of Jean 
Thomas '69, oboe, and Mary Anne 
Polk '70, piano, in ·a sonata by Paul 
Hindemith. 'I1he crisp and welcome 
r.enditio!l of the first movement , ren-
tttlcd "Cheerful" l was disappointing 
only in that it was too short. 
The final piece, Beethoven 's Sonata 
in D Major, was skillfully pel"formed 
r , 
by Emily Sandler '67 on the violin 
and SuS'an ·Follett '67 on the piano. 
Both i!lstruments united as a single 
multiple-voiced organism, the voices 
speaking sometimes together, some-
times separately; sometimes lyric, 
sometimes staccatto. This .final per-
formance emphasized the immediacy 
of music in •a small hall, whiclh is 
always enjoyable. 
LIBRARY HOURS 
THANKSGIVING RECESS · 1966 
Wed., Nov. 23 - 8:15-5:00 
Thurs., Nov. 24 - Closed 
Fri., Nov. 25 - 9:00·5:00 
Sat., . Nov. 26 ''' ·9:00·12'!00, 1:00·5:00 
Sun., Nov. 27* Regular hours 
*For study only. No circulation 
or reference service. 
sity for thrift, spending money free-
ly, to the chagrin of her children who 
now support her. 
The mm, !however, involves more 
than the question <lf respectability. In 
its emphasis on the developme!lt of 
an individual personality, the movie 
hits upon a very modem concern. 
Through its utmost simplicity it con-
veys more about the predicament of 
a woman, whose individuality is sac-
rificed tx> her role as wife and mo-
ther, than all Betty Freid<an's PSYCho-
lo&ical interpretation could ever do. 
'Ibe Accomplished Sylvie 
Much of the credit for tbe film's 
success goes to Sylvie wbo portrays 
Madame Berthe with real sensitivity 
a'ld conswnmate skill. Her talent is 
unmistakable in the way she makes 
the transformation o:f Madame Berthe 
smooth and totally believable. 
When we first see her Berthe is a 
tired old woman, timid and naive but 
stoic and even a bit severe. But under 
the expressionless mask of her face 
lies a depth of emotion, such as is 
revealed subtlely ·and touchingly in 
the scene i!l whiCh she bakes a last 
look at her deceased husband. As the 
film progresses her emotiorus come 
to the fore, her face loses its tired 
look and her eyes take on a new lilfe. 
Childish Delight 
With marvelous perception Sylvie 
portrays Berthe as she orders an ice 
cream sundae with childish delight or 
as she marches through the depart-
ment store bafffed and even •a little 
annoyed by all tlhe modem co!lven-
iences. But Berthe's confusion at the 
new world around her is soon re-
placed by a lively shrewdness, and 
Sylvie is able to catch this as well. 
Though the movie is not totally 
without weaknesses - the introduc· 
tion of a multitude of confusing and 
U!lnecessary details and a slight over-
emphasis O!l the subplot which con-
cerns Madame Berthe's pennypinch-
ing and ungrateful sons - one cannot 
help but relish along with Berthe the 
18 months of living which complete 
her 80 years of life. 
A }alrge sale of books and prints 
will be held oo Wed. and Thurs., Nov. 
30 and Dec. 1 in the sculpture cour t 
and second floor corridor oi Jewett. 
All proceects will go to the Committee 
to Rescue Italian Art for distribution. GROVER CRONIN 
Fantastic Bargains 
Mx. McAndrew is a member Of the 
recently-formed committee, which is 
headed ~ationally by Mrs. John F. 
Kennedy. 
''The sale will have fantastic bar-
gains," said Mr. McAndrew. Dealers, 
faculty, and interested individuals 
will contribute the objects to be sold. 
Students are alSo invited to donate 
objects, and should contact the Art 
Department if interested. 
Aid Needed Immediately 
Another project that the Committee 
is proposing takes adva!ltage of the 
approaching Christmas season. "We 
plan to print up cards· so tlh•at in-
stead of giving your friends $5 or $10 
Christmas presents, you can send 
them an engraved card saying that 
you have donated an amount in their 
~arne to the Committee, said Mr. 
McAndrew. "It also suggests, in ef-
fect, why don't you do the same?" 
Mr. McAndrew emphasized the 
need for immediate aid. "Contribu· 
tions now will be much more valuable 
Once you haw your colkg.: c..li-
ploma. what are you going to c.Jo·.> 
Why not consic..ler becoming an 
executive secretary? -
Such a position will require you 
to utilize your intellicence anc..l edu-
cation and to exercise your imagi-
nation. You will be workinc c..li -
rectly with executives. And if you·r.: 
seek ing an even greater challenge. 
you will always find an opportunity 
to adva nce to an admi nistrat ive 
position. 
Gibbs offers a Special Course for. 
College Women. In just 8\lz month~ 
you will receive complete secre-
tarial training and will be ready 
for a fine position as an executive 
secretary. 
Your next step? Write College 
Dea n for GIBBS GIRLS AT 
WORK. 
KATHAR I NE 
G I BBS 
SECRETARIAL 
21 Marlborough St., BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
200 Park Ave ., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 
33 Plymouth St. , MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07042 
77 S. Angell St. , PROVI DENCE, R. t. 02906 
WALTHAM • MA&&ACHU&ETT& 
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~64 AluiDna Teaches In China Psy chodrama In Classroom 
Spurs Student Particip61tion 
"Like getting a new soul" is how Gail 
Schaefer '64 describes her two-year 
teaching position at Chung Chi Col-
lege, Hong Kong. Gail, who returned 
from the Far East in August, was 
on campus early this week to dis-
cuss her experiences with prospective 
applicants. 
Chung Chi is a small (700-800) 
Christian co-ed college in Kowloon, 
outside the metropolis of Hong Kong, 
where there are "rice fields, moun-
tains, and lots of open space." The 
college was instituted 12 years ago to 
serve refugees from the mainland who 
had no place to study. 
Wellesley-Y enching 
Gail explained that Wellesley's af-
filiation with Chung Chi stems from 
a long-standing assoctatiOn with 
China's Yetching University, which 
terminated when the Communists 
came in. Six years ago the group of 
Wellesley alumnae constituting the 
Wellesley-Yenching Committee began 
supporting Chung Chi. 
Each year one Wellesley graduate 
has gone to · Chung Chi to teach 
both English language co.urses and 
another subject relating to her field 
of interest. A former English major, 
Gail taught two semester survey 
courses in English drama and in the 
novel. Nancy Dana '65 is currently 
CDGM Film ... 
by Terry Pristin '67 
teaching a course in cultural back· "see America from a whole new per- by Ann Sherwood '69 
grounds. spective." C 11 Time to '11ravel One day last week I was a mis- aid B. Levy of Roosevelt o ege, 
Hollywood's Influence sionary converting pagan barbar- Chicago. More specifically, psycho-
Ching Chi's vacations; which coin- ians to orthodox Catholicism. The drama is an educational, therapeu-
d 'd G -1 cide more or less with ours, left Gail 1 Hong Kong stu ents, sat at are 'th f f t . t 1 th h next day I was a Biblical hi storian tic technique which thrives on ro e-
"less apt to be forward than Ameri- wtt thtmeO ~r etx ~nsltvde. rave tr~ugt- pel'plexed by the intel'vention of · playing and active participation in 
" b t h t d ou e nen , tnc u mg one np o · . 
cans, u t ey are no as reserve as Viet Nam. The Wellesley-Yenching j theology _in the historical traditions the educatwnal process. 
the stereotype would have it. The f th B bl A d th d I 
average teaching load is 9-10 hours Committee pays for round-trip trans- · 0 e 1 ~· n . ed ne;t. ay The principle of psychodrama as-
a week, but there are plently of op- oortation to Hong Kong, room and was a new y-appomte a Vlsor to sumes that understandings and 
portunities to meet students inform- board, and a teaching salary. the President assigned to prepare a skills of participation can be 
ally. Gail considers her second year The possibility of "my having mis- memorandum on international poli- learned validly only through the 
sed the chance because it didn't seem tics. the most rewarding; by that time she processes of participation in which :~nd her students had build up mutual real" has ~rompt_ed Gail's interest. in I When I finally got around to the learne is involved. The learn-
trust. corresp~>ndtng ~tth a~yone ~antmg · pla~ring reporter for News, I dis- ing process, then, entails the labor-
Some students approached Gail for ~o;e mfor~la~o? C_hmg f ~~\-Her I covered that I had been subjected atory technique where lmlowledge is 
advice on personal problems, often a ress at t _e mverstty 0 tc tga?, not only to imaginative, if frustrat- not fixed, and discovery may evolve 
involving conflicts with parents over where she ts a graduate student m . 'dt I I' b t I t . 
. E r h r . 3108 E mg 1111 el'm lOUr leS, u a so 0 from expenence. 
newly-acquired Western attitudes. "I I Hng ts Attera1urbe, 1~ . 1 at~~ the manifestation of educational found myself explaining American ouse, nn r or. otenti:J app t- 1 · · Numerous Applications 
· " · · " cants can also write to Marjorie Wit- tee 1mques m psychodrama. daung customs, satd Gat!, but then, . .6 0 .6 Assumptions of Psychod•·ama h 't 11 · th · Th !tam~ 6, or Nancy ana 5, who t ey see t a m_ e movtes. ey Ch Ch' "Psvchorlrama indudes the whole get all our latest ftlms." are now at ung 1. • • . . 
- Seniors who wish to apply for the family of sktlls, . techmques, and 
Adaptability post should see Mrs. Joan F. Bishop, processes which are involved in the 
Is a girl fresh out of college com-
petent enough to teach university 
students? Gail feels that she was ade-
quately prepared but does not see 
this as an indication that the educa-
tional system is inferior. Chung Chi 
could have found better teachers of 
director of the placement office, as 'unrehearserl' but not unplanned 
early as possible to arrange an in- dramatization of human problems 
terview with Mr. Albert Seely, who for the purpose of dealing with 
will be here Tues., Nov. 29. them mot·e effectively," s tates Ron-
Vogel Notes Changes In China 
English, she said, but they realized by Tracy Th<HII(I.wn '68 
the value of putting students in con- China has undergone a radical 
tact with young Americans. "We were transformation in major social values 
the bottom ·men on the totem pole. since 1949-from a culture of the 
Some of the professors were excel- elite to one of the masses, from the 
lent," she said. Confucian '"gentlemanly aristocratic" 
The chief qualification for the job, tradition to the Marxist revolutionary 
according to Gail. is the desire to proletarian tradition. The Cultural 
geneity in China. Confucianism sup-
ported a dichotomy between the edu-
cated elite and the masses . Com-
The principle of laboratory learn-
ing in the sciences has carried over 
to both the social and the environ-
mental sciences. The classroom, 
while not using either the labora-
tory philosophy or psychodrama per 
se, has adopted their principles and 
underlying assumptions to its pur-
poses. 
In Wellesley's Group Dynamics 
course, the student can learn about 
the functioning of a group by ac-
tually being a member of a group, 
and then juxtaposing the practical 
application to that which she learns 
from other sources. 
Continued from page one teach and adaptability to new enviro- Revolution now sweeping China re-
ments. She pointed out that Dart- presents a determined attempt by her 
munism emphasizes the activist over 
the gentleman scholar, struggle over 
a harmonious order, and masses over 
the educated elite. In the revolution, 
the Communists have sought to dis-
pense with the elite. 
Likewise, the political science 
courses involved in game-playing, 
are also adapting the particular 
principles of psychodrama. The 
s tudents can place themselves in the 
positions of the decision-makers, 
theoretically gaining knowledge and 
experience through their rc:>le-playing. 
lence with violence. mouth, Yale, and Princeton offer leaders to complete this revolution in A culture of the masses, despite the 
Shelley Parry, '67, one of the few similar programs in Hong Kong. values. inevitable lowering of standards, has 
white people hired last summer by New Perspectl·ve For the Forum lecture Tuesday been substituted for one · of the elite. 
f · Ch' h G ·1 J' d n1'ght , Mr. Ezra Vogel , Leotttrer •"n So- Traditional art forms have been in-CDGM , commends the film 's hon- Li eat Chmg t, w ere at tve 
Tmining Techniques 
esty. Hoping that the film will make with an American and a Chinese girl , cia! Relations at Harvard, analyzed the fused with revolutionnry content. 
viewers aware of the functions and presented few hardships. Hunger for present Cultural Revolution in China . Education for the masses has been 
problems of CDGM, she recognizes pizza and a longing for a pair of Feeling himself somehow in the posi- emphasized. 
h. h II b · d) tion of bringing the proverbi<JI coals The student teacher, nurse, and that the film points to the national jeans (w tch s e eventua y o tame · M ·t 0 B kgr d to Newcastle w1'th Mr.s. Marshall Gold- eri r ac oun social worker are among those political issue concerning funds· for were among the few deprivations. 
CDGM. "What actually exists here, "Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city," man, the current expert on this rc- The Communists have faced serious trained through techniques based on 
in Second Pilgrim's Rest," Shelley asserts Gail. "We weren't exactly Jiv- volution in the audience, Mr. Vogel problems, however, in their attempt the principles oi psychodrama. The 
notes, "is what the government is try- ing on subsistence level." neverthless presented his interpreta- to raise the level of the peasants. Mr. actual doing of a skill supplants 
ing to stop by taking away money." On the other hand, Gail admits tion of the revolution. Vogel compared the problem to that the t·earling about it, and watching. 
The Office of Economic Opportunity, that upon her return to the U .S., she Eliminate the Elite of raising the educational level of the Additionally, in foreign language 
in charge of funding all Headstart was amazed at "how much of every- Mr. Vogel felt th<tt this campaign lower-class Negroes in the U.S. The classes, exper!ence with the ne_w 
programs, has turned down CDGM's thing there is here." She claims that grew out of the failure to achieve bourgeois students have a headstart language outs tde the classroom, m 
application for money. travel in the Far East enables one to complete social and intellectual homo- over ·the proletarian students. Coming ~he countJ.'y, with a n.ative, or in 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , ~om inteHcctual~ orient~d bac~ ~ Ju~ carr~ng on every~a~co~ve~ 
grounds, they tend to excel m school. sat10ns, Implements and 1mproves 
The dilemma posed by this situation 
1 
its lea ming potential, according ~o 
for the Chinese leaders is whether advocates of the psychodramatlc 
they should empha~ize merit or back- t echniques. All you need to 
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ground as a criterion for entrance 
into the higher level schools. Not New or Revolutionary 
In a period when the "needs for The adaiJta t ions of psychodrama 
modernization are so great, the pres- in the . cla ssroom a_re not new or 
sures from foreign affairs are so 
1 
rcvolub~nary: The Jmpromtu pl_ays 
great" the cadres feel that neither put on m pnmary school ar e }ust 
culture nor the intellectuals can be as much a pa r t of the t echmque 
left on i1s own. The current cam- as three hours in a physics lab 
paign represents a desperate effort and/ or a classroom involved in the 
to mobilize and control culture and strategy of politics a s perceived 
its mentors in the leadership's drive in a game. The assumptions are the 
for total modernization and com- ~' same- that act ive participation in 
munism. the learning p rocess can and does 
Shakes Play . •• 
Continued from page one 
is the women who out-wit .and mock 
the lords until they realize their 
folly. Even Berowne, often thought 
to be the most autobiographical of 
Shakespeare's characters, meets his 
match in the clever Rosaline, Kath-
erine Marshall '67. 
War of Wits 
One of the most salient features 
of Love's Labour's Lost is ills em-
phasis on l·anguage. Mudh of tlhe 
dialogue consists of a war of wits, 
full of elaborate conceits and ,puns. 
This esoteric use of language is often 
unintelligibl-e to a modern audience, 
and for this reason the play iJS in-
frequently performed. It becomes 
enjoyable when more ~attention is 
paid to the lively spirit of the word-
play than to its actual meaning. 
As lfoils to the members of the 
court, Shakespeare provides a num-
ber of eccentric low-life characters. 
Don Armado ,the "fantastical Spani-
ard," pl!ayed by Elizabeth Robbins 
'68, concocts some of the most amaz-
<ingly contrived and high-blown 
phrases ever found in the Emgli·sh 
language. The pedantic a'ld pompous 
schoolmaster Holofernes, Elizabeth 
• Gesmer '67, varies epithets with the 
familiar Wellesley catch-all "as it 
enrich one's education. 
were.'' The earthy SWlain Costard, 
Deborah Davis '67, rprovwes a noLe 
of contrast to these characters. 
Love is Lost 
It is important to keep in mind 
t:he title of the piece. The play does 
not end in that great t:raditioo com-
mO'Il to Shakespearean comedy and 
Wellesley graduation-marriage. The 
men hold an adolescent view o£ love 
which -enriches only the lover. It 
"gives to every power a double 
power. . .. and adds a precious see-
ing to the eye," making love sound 
more like a trip on LSD than a 
natural emotional relationship. 
Although Love's Labour's Lost 
presents many difficultieS' to both 
•actors and spectators, it is often more 
intelligible in pel1formance than in 
reading, Poetic values differ llfom 
dramatic values, •and the vitality of 
this comedy has often given it a 
success on stage which scholars find 
di,£ficult to comprehend. • 
Because Love's Labour's Lost is 
rarely read and even less frequently 
performed, tihe opportunity of seeing 
it Should not be missed. 
I DEADLINE I December 1 is the last day courses for Term n can be clumg-ed without a $5 fiDe. 
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Museum Sl~ows German Works Debators To Oppose Harvard 
mastery over color, form and space 
to construct compositions of different 
ends. The exhibited paintings show 
the impact of the Bauhaus on the 
artists' early styles as well as its 
conti!luing influence in works of the 
To officially open the debate season 
at Wellesley, two members oi the 
newly-formed Debate Club will ch&-
lenge two Harvard debaters on Wed., 
Nov. 30, at 4:30 (place to be an-
oouncedl. 
cussions designed to tl"ain llOIHiebat-
ers and to provide a pool of research 
data on the nation'al topic. 
Anyone interested in this workshop, 
with an eye to actu311 debate compe-
tition during Term II, is asked 1x> 
CO!ltact Jan Krigbaum or Mari001 
Thomas for more information. last decade. 
For example, Kanilinsky's pre-Bau-
haus abstl"action evolved from reduc-
ing a recognizable landscape like 
Festive Procession ( 1902 l into compo-
sitions of color and line, in which ele-
ments read as objec!IS' in a landscape 
space. Landscape < 1918) is typical. 
During his residence at the Bau· 
haus, his forms condensed into pure 
geometry and his space took on a 
luminous il!ldeterminate quality. The 
transparent intersections in Sevet"al 
Circles < 1926) make the {orms hard 
to localize, but the type of atmosphere 
in which they exist still feels f.amiliiBf. 
K,andinsky's abstraction is alWIBys 
linked wi~ his personal metaphysi-
cal ideas. 
Composition as a Subject 
All llhat Marion Thomas '68, co-
ardinaror of the club, can disclose 
•about this "mystery debate" is that 
Wellesley will be ·affirmative on a 
secret topic to be chosen by Wellesley 
and not revealed until llhe time of the 
debate. The lx>pic will have some· 
thing to do with the national college 
debate topic dealing with fureign po-
licy, and the Harvard debaters will 
be experienoed with the lx>pic and 
prepal"ed for any aiffirmative argu-
ment. 
Sportive Occasion 
"Given these conditions," saYIS Ma-
rion," anything could happen, and 
everyone is wel<:ome 1x> attend the 
sport." Tilree judges will comment 
after the debate, ·a'ld the floor will 
be open fur general discussion am 
criticism. 
Tbis first step in the tense, highly 
competitive world of debating is cal-
culated to ease .a novice group of 
Wellesley debaters into the more in· 
formal aspects of debating ~rather 
tlhan into the high pressure tourna-
ments that involve inte!lse research 
and preparation. 
Workshop Planned 
For .new debaters and rusty debat-
ers, an informal workshop to be held 
in January is being planned. The 
workshop will include O!l<:ampus dis-
Treves Fund . .. 
Continued from page one 
The Moscow Chamber Orchestra 
was founded in 1955 as a private mu-
'sical group, whose members, eager 
to play the kind of repertory not 
frequently performed in regular con-
cert series, gave to it whatever time 
they had free from other musical en-
deavors. Their first performance in 
Moscow in 1956 was received so fa-
vorably that a year later the group 
was recognized by the Ministry of 
Culture. 
The Moscow Chamber Orchestra, 
an orchestra of soloists, has a per-
manent core group of fourteen string 
players, all graduates of the Moscow 
Conservatory. Its repertoire attempts 
to embrace the widest possible range 
of musical works, concentrating on 
the classical composers, and includ-
ing the contemporary. 
The Wellesley concert will fea-
ture four symphonies of Haydn. 
Tickets for this event, free of charge 
to the College community, are avail-
able in the dormitories beginning to-
day. The Info Bureau will also dis-
tribute tickets from now until Nov. 
21. 
In contrast to Kandinsky's spiTitual 
affinities, Albers ·and Maholy-Nagy 
use geometric forms for the purpose 
of investigating optical ef·fects . The 
two paintings from Alber's Homage to 
the Square series ( 1955 l create space 
in terms of col'or. M~ly-Nagy's 
compositions reflect his concern with 
the direct experience of space. His 
early paintings of intersections oi 
transparent pla!les are translated ~nto 
the plexiglass and steel rod sculpture 
Twisted Planes (1946), a constl"uction 
that both contains and delimits• space. 
Klee's investigation into the rela- RECREATION BLDG. HOURS News is selling Polaroid film 
3000 speed type 107 at the reduced 
rate of $2 a roll, and M·3 Blue Dot 
flashbulbs for Polaroid cameras, 
also at a reduced rate. If you are 
interested in any or an of this 
great buy, .-:all Karin Rosenthal at 
235-8177. 
tion of line and space fuses the sens1. Wed. Nov. 23 8·6 p.m. 
bilities of "constructiv·ism" and "ex- Thurs. CLOSED · Thanksgiving 
Oskar Schlemmer's "Bauhaus Stairway" (1932) Is among the attractions 
at the Busch.Reisinger. Lent by the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
the painting is a gift of Philip C. Johnson. 
pressio!lism." The weightless line in Fri. Nov. 25 8-6 p.m. 
Landscape Cart Number 14 ( 1930l Sat. Nov. 26 9-5 p.m. 
reads both as a web on the surf•ace Sun. Nov. 27 Regular Hours 
and as a space-creating form hover- Last Swim, Tues. Nov. 22, 4 p.m.
1
1 
ing in a luminous space behind the Open Swim, Sun. Nov. 27. Regular 
Collection, Museum of Modem Art, N.Y . 
by Susan Shapiro '68 picture plane. He uses water color , hours 
The union of creativity and prnctical to create the space. Klee's paintings ::r=========:..-=-=-=-======..!..:================;; The Bauhaus, a German school of 
design •in operation from 1919-1933, 
initi•ated and evolved one of the most 
pervasive movements in contempor· 
ary art and design. Its teaching me-
thods, its experimental posture, and 
its concept of lunctio!l·alism !have iiJlr. 
spil"ed artists, architects, and in· 
dustrial designers since its founding. 
knowledge of craftsmanShip, cataly- U!lite. formal intelligence with •a mood-
z~d by freedom to experiment, g!ave 1 evok1ng content.. b~rth to a new concept of functional Funchonal Art 
design. During ~he W~imar ye3!1\S of Scihlemmer's painting of The Bau-
Faculty artists not only taught, but 
also created works in their own right. 
The current exhibit of works of art 
by the Bauhaus faculty at tftle Rusch-
Reisinger Museum in Cambridge 
<through Dec. 10) shows the achieve-
ment af these men as artists rnther 
than teachers. Pai!ltings, graphic 
work, photographs, sculpture, handi· 
oraits ood industrial design are on 
display. 
1919-25 faculty appointments i!Jcluded haus Stairway ( 1932) is t·he arti·stic 
Lyonel Feininger, Wassily Kandinsky , ·reco~in~ of his interest in lforms 
Paul Klee Gerhard Marcks OsoaT movmg m space. He tries to express 
Schlemme;, Lazlo Maholy-N;gy, and the shapi.ng af space by color, light, 
Josef Albers. and movmg farms. 'I'he geometrical 
When the Bauhaus moved to Des- bodies are the type he used in de-
sau in 1925, the staff expanded and signs for the theater workshop at the 
fue masters had time to develop their ~au'haus and . tJhis painting becomes I 
art. This period saw the mass pro- hke a blue-prmt for the blocking of 
duction of Bauhaus designs. M31rcel forms in a space CO!Ilaining stage. 
Breuer, a furniture designer, and An~ther ~ype of visual experience 
Herbert Bayer, a typographer, joined was mvest1gated by Bayer in typo· 
the faculty. graphy . He concerned himself wiL'h 
The Visual Arts functional design for printing and for 
Creative Practicality 
In rounding the Bauhaus in Weimoc, 
Germany, in 1919, Walter Gropius 
planned a curriculum to ovecome llhe 
di.stinction between artist and artisa!l. 
Althougfi. eadh master developed a posters. His Des_ign for International 
disti!lctive style, he participated in a Type c 1?27l, ~smg O!lly lower case 
common spirit of experimenting with !etters, IS de.sl~~ed for easier read-
the artist 's materials. All •are united mg. And he 1n1!1ated a new style of 
in their meticulous attention to com· poster design that exploits eye<:atch-
positioru. And each artist uses his ing photographic effects. 
New College To Encourage 
Independent Student Decision 1 
Start with the conviction that ed- from the specialization of departments, 
ucation should be more than an ac- faculty members will hold rank in one 
cumulation of facts and regulations, of four "schools:" humanities, na-
add a core of enthusiastic professors tural sciences, social sciences, and a 
and students, from Amherst, Mount new field, linguistics and communica-
Holyoke, Smith, and the University tions, according to Amherst President 
of Massachusetts, liberally endow with Emeritus Charles Cole. 
a $6 million grant, and you have My Teacher, My Roommate? 
created Hamshire College, an institu- Teachers will not only live with 
tion which may very well challenge students, they will also hold classes 
the supremacy of traditional modes of in the residential halls, in the man-
education. ner of Socrates. In accordance with 
The orginal plan for this residential, its liberal philosophy, Hampshire Col-
co-educational college maintained that lege will impose no restrictions-aca-
students could be taught to educate demic or social-<>n the decisions of 
themselves under a faculty as small its students. This will give students 
as 90 for 15,000 students. Intensive the opportunity to choose their courses 
seminar~ with 12 students each would from such widely divergent subject 
begin the first year. matters as black nationlism and the 
No Grades fiction of James Purdy. Course re-
Stages of development would not quirements will be abolished. 
be divided into four years as in the In establishing its laissez-faire at-
custom at traditional schools but ra- titude towards students decisions, 
ther into Basic, Intermediate, and Hampshire College is following the 
Advanced levels with the only grades lead of many European-styled "Free 
being pass, fail and pass with distinc- ; Universities" recently established 
tion. Furthermore, there would be across the nation. Whether or not its 
mobility from one level to another on idealism can be translated into sue-
an individual merit rather than semes- cess will have a sharp bearing on the 
ter basis. future of progressive education in the 
The community would be subdivided United States. In any case, we are · 
into self-contained units of students sure to see the birth of many such 
of diverse fields. To combat the "nar-
1 
"experimental" schools in years to 
row mindedness" developing at times come. 
Although the Bauhaus was forced 
Continued on page six 
STUDY IN 
SOUTHERN FRANCE 
A University year in Aix-en·Provence under 
the auspices of the Un iversity of Aix·Mar· 
seille (founded 1409). 




(courses in French University exclusively) 
ART AND ART HISTORY 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES 
Clas~es in English and French satisfying 
curnculum and credit requirements of over 
280 American Colleges and Universities. 
Students live in French homes. Total costs 
·equivalent to those at private universities 
and colleges in the United States. 







2 bis, rue du Bon Pasteur 
AIX·EN·PROVENCE, FRANCE 
Telephone: France (Code 91) 27.82.39 
or (Code 91) 27.69.01 
~ ~·· . ~ 
............... 
OUR WOMEN'S REVERSIBLE 'COAT 
of Brooks-tweed and gabardine 
In addition to our own make shirts, classic 
cashmere or Shetland sweaters and polo 
coats for women,· we have a versatile, 
reversible coat. One side is ruggedly good-
looking Brooks-tweed-our exclusive blend 
of Shetland wool with tl)e durable wool of 
Scotland's famous Black-Face Sheep ... the 
other, water-repellent tan cotton gabardine. 
In attractive new designs and colorings-
light blue-tan check with overplaid, cran-
berry herringbone, blue barleycorn, or olive 
heather with overplaid. Regular sizes 8 to 
18, petite sizes 6to 16. $95 
ISTAILISHED 1111 
346 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 
46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON, MASS.·02116 
PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES 
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Hearings, Research, Campus 
Imbalance Issue Perpetuate 
by Margie Fox '68 ! Other witnesses pointed to the ina-
The Boston school system during I dequacy of Boston's present compen-
the past month has maintained its satory programs in education and the 
con~rov~rsial status in the conflict over I need for more Negro leadership in the 
ra~1al 1mbal~nce. Events of recent school administration. (At present 
~t:eks have mcluded -a Boston hear- there. is one Negro principal, ap-m~ of the U.S. Commission on Civil I pointed last June). In addition they 
R1ghts, the announcement of a new 1 encouraged the extension of bussing 
study to be undertaken by the Har- programs such as Operation Exodus 
vard School of Education, and the re- and METCO. 
classification of Chinese students as ' Exodus, organized and supported by 
"white". in a census of the school Negro parents, buses some 800 stu-
populatiOn. dents from ghetto areas to city 
The hearing, held Oct. 5 and 6, schools. METCO (Metropolitan 
included .testimony by civil rights and Council for Educational Opportunity) 
commumty leaders, educators, psy- receives Federal funds and buses 
chologists, parents and children. Part some 200 students to seven surburban 
of a national study, it was an effort communities, including Wellesley. 
to clarify the problem of whether Metropolitan School 
~ost<?n isolates its Negro children in A metropolitan school system em-
mfenor schools. erged from the testimony as the best 
. Funds Withheld solution to the overall problem, but 
Supenntendent of Schools William witnesses emphasized tbe need for 
H . Ohrenberger cited Boston's policy more immediate moves. 
of open enrollment as evidence against Boston editorial opinions saw the 
t~e commm;tity's alleged racial isola- hearings as a reclarification of the pro-
lion. In sp1te of Mr. Ohrenberger's 1 blems and a clue to some necessary 
testimony, Boston stands to lose $9 changes rather than as an exposure 
million in federal and state funds for of any new facets of the problem. 
alleged non-compliance with the Mas- In another approach to the imbal-
sachusetts racial imbance act. ance problem, the Harvard School of 
The act classifies schools with over Education is planning to conduct a 
50% Negro enrollment as imbalanced. two-year survey of racial problems 
~~e ~chool .committee is presently in big city schools, using Boston as 
hllgatmg agamst the State Board of a model. The study will compare the 
Edu~ation in protest over their with- progress of Negro children attending 
holdmg the funds. schools in their own neighborhoods 
Further complicating the imbalance to that of those bussed to predom-
issue is the School Committee's re- inantly white. schools. 
cent reclassification of Chinese stu- The Ed School hopes to be able to 
dents as "white" for the purposes use part of its research grant from the 
of. a state. required school census. U.S. Office of Education to help sup-
~lthout th1s move the number of port Exodus, which is running short 
Imbalanced schools would have risen of funds. In addition it will continue 
by two over last year. With it, 46 to study METCO, the subject of an 
of the system's 191 schools fall into earlier project. 
the imbalanced category. State edu- Funds Accepted 
cation commissioner Owen B. Kier- Funds are expected to come within 
nan has attacked the reclassification, the next six months. In the mean-
saying that the committee's task was time researchers and fields of investi-
to. submit only a count, not an evalu- galion are being selected. Conclu-
atton. sions may emerge as early as next 
Against the many witnesses at the fall. 
hearing who testified as to the harmful The Boston School Committee is 
effec~s ?f racial i~ba l ance, O~re~ber- in favor of the study, perhaps be-
ger ms1sted that 1mbalance m ~tself cause it offers an opportunity for 
was no measure of educatiOnal further postponement of positive ac-
quality. tion. 
Free tuition. 
Jtir, Jla:er, Jtnr 
~hould gracio~s living include J couples. The Amherst students ac- Harvard an advantage over Yale 
wa1tress-served dmners? The head · cused Mt. Holyoke of evading the and Princeton in attracting stu-
of Radcliffe's North House says no. issue of sex and morality. dents. Fred L. Glimp, Harvard's 
In her opinion such meals "sacri- Harvard Admissions Dean of Admissions and Financial 
fice all the essence of gracious liv- Sparks were added to the tradi- Aids, defended the system by stating 
ing to sitting down." tiona! Harva rd-Yale feud when that figures compiled frequently by 
This year because of poor attend- Kingman Brewster Jr., Ya le:s pre.si- his office r evealed no way in which 
ance sit-down meals are served only dent, attacked Harvard's admissions the system was hurting the other 
on Wednesday nights at Radciiffc. practices. President Brewster criti- two universities. 
For economy reasons wait-on meals cized Harvard's system of supply- In reply to Brewster's charge that 
had a~ready been limited to one ing ratings of A (almost certain the practice was unfair, Glimp 
dorm m each of the three houses. acceptance), B (borderline case), said, "If you're really careful a-
The othe.r dorms had been serving and C (probable rejection) to stu- bout giving A's to fellows you 
buffet dinners. dents from 24 public and 21 private are absolutely sure will be admit-
Class Rank Abolished schools. These schools each send' an ted in the spring, there's nothing 
Meanwhile, Haverford ·College's average of eight students to Harvard unfair about it." He also stated 
administration has also started a each year. that he found nothing wrong with 
new practice. Haverford will no Ion- Brewster feels that the system, continuing the practice even though 
ger prepare a list of ranks in class. originally used by Princeton Yale they are unable to furnish ratings 
The college officials feel that the and Harvard, is unfair. In e~plain- for all their applicants. 
students avoid courses which they ing why Yale has discontinued us- According to Brewster, steps are 
think will lower their averages. ing the system he said "We feit being taken by Yale to overcome 
The emphasis placed on rank in that the preferential ratlng of stu- the disadvantage of Harvard's rat-
class by the Selective Service, ac- dents from some schools when we ing system. Yale plans to institute 
cording . to college officials, has could not do it for students from all the practice of offering national 
caused even more students to avoid schools, was most unfair as well as scholarships to qualified applicants 
courses. from Yale's point of view - ineffi- from all schools. These candidates 
Best Seledion cient policy." would be assured of admission and 
Hugh Borton, HaverJ'ord's presi- Brewster claims the system gives financial aid. 
dent, explained it in the following -;::~~~~C="L===----~·;============== 
way: "It seems clear that the fact CBS Explores j Lisa Schwartz '67, a psychology 
major and president of the Psycbo-
logy Club, was elected to Student-
Fellow status at the annual meet· 
ing of the New England Psycholo-
gical Association held in Boskln, 
Nov. 11 and 12. Lisa was one of 
ten New England students select-
ed for this high honor. Election 
was based on quality of original 
research, academic achievement 
and general intellectual promise. 
Lisa is doing independent work at 
the Walter E. Fernald State School 
in Waverly, a school for the sev-
erely retarded. Working with one 
very retarded girl, Lisa is apply-
ing reinforcement therapy prin-
ciples in trying to teach funda-
mentals of socialization and self 
help. 
that a student's numerical rank in • • • 
class will be used to determine his Continued from page three . I 
draft status is interfering with the be discussing South Africa. He added 
best selection of courses." that hopefully interested Wellesley I 
"The only numerical criterion for students would form a Council of 
student deferments" in Dr. Borton's South African Affairs. j 
opinion, should be the newly-insti- Both Rev . . Ntlabarti and Mr. 
tuted Selective Service Qualification Moodie feel that violence will be I 
Test used as a tactic by blacks in the 
Amherst Sex Questions future, as other means have been 
Questionnaires focused on the dis- entirely unsuccessful. In addition, 
persion of birth control devices and Africans were unable to get subsidies 
information were distributed to for training from the U .S. govern-
Smith and Mt. Holyoke colleges by ment and have turned to Communist 
the Amherst newspaper staff. Be- countries. Both men therefore feel 
cause of the failure of Amherst stu- that if violence erupts, there is a 
dents to obtain permission to dis- distinct probability that the U .S. would 
tribute them, the administrations of intervene, after the pattern of Viet-
both schools confiscated the ques- nam, on the side of the whites. 
rt ionnaires. 
At Smith the newspaper editors 
decided to write their own poll on 
the matter, while Mt. Holyoke's 
newspaper carried an editorial cri-
ticizing the Amherst survey. The 
Holyoke editors said the question-
naire should have been directed to-
ward the Massachusetts law which 
permits the distribution of birth 
control information only to married 
Continued from page five 
to clos.e in 1933, the influence oif its 
ideas still continues today. However, 
the •art of the individual masters de-
fies cla•ssificaUon as a "Bauhaus 
style. " Ea<h artist makes a pensonal 
statement and each one exerted a 
personal i'llfluence tm other artists. 
The significance of fine arts at the 
Bauhaus is just that. Willi all its 
stress on mass produced functional 
design, the BaUhaus atmos·phere of 
freedom of expression, grounded in 
the mastery of 'lundamenbal princi-
ples, resulted in the creatioo of great 
works of art. 
The Don Juan Playhouse, near 
Santa Fe, N.M., has announced a 
playwriting competition, to be 
sponsored by the Playhouse in 
conjunction with the National 
Foundation of the Arts and Hu-
manities and the New Mexico Arls 
Commission. 
The winning play will be ~ 
duced by the Playhouse next sum-
mer, and the playwright will re-
ceive a $500 prize. 
Minimum of $2,200 living 
allowance per year 
-Taking your 
M.R.S.? 
Deadline for entries is Feb. 1, 
and the decision of the judges will 
be announced by March 15. Con· 
testants must submit a full length 
play or two short ones which have 
not been produced previously. 
Anyone may enter, and there is 
no Umit to the number of entries 
from one author. 
for up to 4 years. 
Ph.D. or Ed.D. degree. 
You have until 
January 15, 1967, to apply. 
The Graduate School of Education Is offering such fellowships to 1967 
Liberal Arts graduates. 
The program leads to a doctorate in any of the following fields: 
Educational a nd deve lopmental psyc hology 
M€.3surement and evaluation 
Readi ng a nd readi ng disabilit ies 
Counseling 
History of education-Comparat ive education 
Philosophy of educat ion 
Sci-ence education 
ftl!athematics education 




Teaching Fellowships and Scholarships are also available. But, to be 
considered, you must apply before January 15, 1967. 
For further information and applications wri te to: Dean , Graduate 
School of Educat ion, University of Pennsylvania, 3700 Walnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104. 
UNIVERSITY of PENNSYLVANIA 
~~o:;;.;.: ~~.-. · .JI 





From prev iews of the newest bridal 
and trousseau fashions to exciting 
plans for an of f-season European 
honeymoon, Modern Bride is the mod· 
ern guide to large and small wedd ings, 
first -home furnishings . post-nuptial 
entertain ing, and the planning that 
makes perfect - before, during and 
after. See for you rself in the current 
issue of Modern Bride. 
JUST 75¢-ASK AB OUT THE SPEC IAL 
HALF·PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION RATE 
AVAI LABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES! 
Entries and inquiries may be 
sent to Don JWUI P layhouse Inc .• 





MAJOR SKI AREA 
Must be a skier. Will act 
as ski area representa · 
tive , handli ng promo-
tional activ i~ ies at school 
and in town , in return 
fo r fre e season's lift 
pass. Contact Ed Siegel , 
Waterv i ll e Co ., Inc . , 
Waterville Valley, New 
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Center Helps Alcoholics c-Corne • out of the Rain' 
Editor's Note: The following article 
is reprinted with permission of 
the Patriot Ledger. 
by Terry Pristin '67 
All through the South End one 
sees them, the lonely men, 
estranged from their families, wan-
dering through the streets in search 
of a drink. They have no place to 
sleep and nothing to do all day. 
They come to the South End 
because this is where they can get 
a meal at a mission, occasionally 
wash in the public bathhouse, take 
a nap in Blackstone Park, and have 
recourse to any number of liquor 
stores specializing in cheap but po-
tent beverages. 
Convert Rags to Wine 
They rummage through garbage 
cans, picking up pawnable items to 
get them from one drink to the 
next. In exchange for 25 pounds 
of rags (valued at 2 cents a pound), 
a man can buy himself a bottle of 
50-cent wine. 
"It's easier to pick up a drink 
in the South End than it is to get 
a sandwich. Everywhere there's 
someone with a bottle." 
So says Rev. George McCan-
dlish of Marlboro, program assist-
ant at the South End Men's Treat-
ment Center, a drop-in shelter for 
men living on "the periphery of 
society" run by the Salvation Army. 
Temporarily located at 407 Shaw-
mut Ave., it is headed by Major 
William Wilbur and retired Briga-
dier Richard Baggs. 
The Rev. McCandlish, Assembly 
of God pastor, is the staff member 
most in touch with the men who 
come to the center fur temporary 
help, shelter, and recreation. 
The Salvation Army has a num-
ber of facilities in Boston for home-
less and indigent men. But this 
center, located in the heart of the 
From the outset the center has 
been affiliated with Boston City 
Hospital, mainly through the so-
cial workers at the hospital wh9 
refer men to the center. A visit-
ing nurse and public health nurse 
from BCH each make weekly trips 
to take care of injuries. 
The Rev. Mr. McCandlish ex-
plained in his soft Scottish burr 
that to an alcoholic, who has been 
surv1vmg on an inadequate diet 
and who has not been keeping him-
self clean, a small cut, possibly in-
cUI-red from scavenging through 
trash cans, may develop into "an 
ulceration as big as your hand." 
These men "have all kinds of 
things wrong with them," he says, 
and so he insists that they see the 
nurse when she comes. When an 
injury is particularly severe, the 
man is referred to the hospital. 
Temporary Jobs 
Often temporary jobs can be 
secured through the center. A hotel, 
short of help, will hire a man on a 
day-to-day basis. The Rev. Mr. Mc-
Candlish says he is "not in favor 
of sending them out on jobs." Paid 
at the end of a day's work, they 
squander their money on drink even 
though that !light they will prob-
ably sleep in a doorway, in an 
abandoned house, or in the park. 
A very small percentage of the 
men who come to the center come 
to grips with their problems and 
are able to land permanent posi-
tions. Some pull through for a 
few months, though," says the 
program director. 
The Rev. McCandlish said that 
90 percent of the men who come 
to the center are alcoholics. He 
estimates that one-half of one per-
cent are drug addicts and the same 
percentage are homosexual. They 
are referred elsewhere, as the cen-
ter is not equipped to deal with I 
The library at the South End Center is a place for browsing, napping, 
or enjoying a smoke. Free tobacco is available, but only on a "roll-
your-own" basis. Photo by Carlson 
South End, is the place where a such problems. 
man makes h is "initial contact with I Interest In Pool Table 
some kind of help," ,~·he.re he c.an 1 . . 
"come in out of the ram,' accordmg ' Boys under 21 a1e not admitted 
to the program assistant. 1 eithe1:- The Rev. Mr. McCandlish 
Plain, Nourishi ng l\leal 1 expbmed that at that age they do 
The two-story building houses a not generally have a "deep-seated 
lounge, complete with television alcoholic problem," and that theit· 
and billiard table and a small interest in the center is almost a)-
library-game-room. Free coffee and ways focussed only on the pool table. 
doughnuts are serYed at noon ea!'h There are, howeyer, many young 
day. A man with a referral slip men as well as long-standing dere-
from another agency, such as a licts, at the center. Many of the 
church, can get a plain but nour- men in their twenties started 
ishing meal. The agency then picks drinking during adolescence. 
up the 50-cent tab. On any one winter day an av-
Tuesday, Thursday, and Sun- erage of 120 men come to the 
day en•nings, an interdenomina- center. During the summer this 
tiona) mission · senice is held in figure is reduced by about balf 
the center's chapel. At other because the men can spend their 
times the building closes in the time outside. 
late afternoon. Some come to "buy" an oYercoat. 
Readers Write More ... 
Continued from page two from heaven and foundation grants, 
Goldman. The College will be more which would achieve Mr. D'Amato's 
fortu nate if Mr. n·Amato•s sugges- goal of assuring us we need not 
tion is correct because future contri- worry about the economic costs. I 
b.utions will make it possible to amor- should like to suggest one which con-
tize cost of parking lots sooner. And, centrates, not on happy future alum-
of course, the College will gain in I nae, but on unhappy alumnae of to· 
the long run from the larger contri-
1 
day. Assume the existence of alum-
butions of happier alumnae. But Mr. nae who were unhappy while at Wei-
D'Amato's solution is not nearly as j lesley because cars were prohibited. 
clear cut as he seems to think it is. I On hearing that cars are possible in 
What better example might Mr. \ principle, they flood the College 
D'Amato have presented? There are , with contributions for the specific 
many possibilities, including manna 1 Continued on page eight 
t 
Ui 
"Even a cup of coffee is enough to attract them," says Rev. George 
McCandlish. Shown with some of the men at the South ,End Center's 
noon coffee hour is Major William Wilbur of the Salvation Army. 
vers that work." 
"The ones who aren't alcoholics 
don't cause any trouble," he con-
tinued, "And a drunk man is not 
co-ordinated, so there's no big prob-
lem." 
Many of the men have served 
sentences fof' drunkenness, he said, 
but they for the most part do not 
have criminal tendencies- "except 
when they go a week without food." 
What drives a man to the state 
where he has " no time for li ving, 
only time "for drinking?" The 
Rev. Mr. McCandlish estimates 
that 75 per cent of these men's 
troubles originate through the 
breaking-up of family life. 
"I admit that a man's drinking 
may drive his wife away. But while 
she's still around, there's a reason 
to live. When she's gone, the crux, 
the pivot of a man's life is shat-
tered, leading to complete disorien-
tation." · 
According to the program as-
sistant, only in a few selective 
The South End Center purchases 1 the same situation." cases is there visible improvement 
some 200 coats from the Salvation Once a week a branch of Alco- in a visitor's condition. Rehabili-
Army In-Residence Center at 61 holies Anonymous (A.A.) holds a tation is more of a likelihood at the 
Brookline Ave., to sell at $2 apiece. meeting at the center. Visitors to In-Residence Center near Kenmore 
The Rev. Mr. MaCandlish gave away the center are peqnitted to observe, Square, to which some of the visi-
all the coats last year, but he says but they cannot participate in dis- tors are referred. There, 125 resi-
th~t only about 10 were actually cussion. A.A. rules stipulate that a dents participate in a work-therapy 
paid for. man must be sober for 30 .days be- program and are treated by a psy-
~t?~r men come just to use toilet fore he can testify at a meeting. chiatrist. 
Photo by Carlson 
facilities or to shave. Even a free Directors hope to start an off- Move Nearer Hospital 
cup of coffee is enough to attract shoot of the A.A. at the center, At some date in the future the 
them. conducted by Salvation Army center will move to a new loca-
Few Receive Welfare personnel. Plans for group ther- tion nearer Boston City Hospital, 
Most of these men are not re- apy sessions are also in the off- where about 25 men at a time will 
ceiving welfare. To qualify for pay- ing. be able to stay for five to ten days 
ments, a person must have a room A quiet atmosphere prevails at during the "drying-out period" of 
and must stay off alcohol - "well the center against a background recuperating from a drinking binge. 
nigh an impossibility for most of of colliding billiard balls and the The new locale will permit a closer 
them," said the program director. l'V soundtrack. Despite these dis- working relationship with the hos-
"I know it seems like an un- tractions, many of the men fall fast pita!. 
feasible situation," said the ami- asleep on the contour chairs in the But it will remain in the South 
able program director, "but as I lounge. End, which attracts alcoholics pri-
see it, alcoholism is a form of Others wander upstairs to leaf marily because, in the Rev. Me-
suicide. These men are literally through magazines and Reader's Candlish's words, "No one bothers 
drinking themselves to death." Digest condensed books, supplied to them," except wlhen they create dis-
He keeps a card-file containing the library through donation. Or turbances. 
information on every man who they engage in chess or checker It is here that almost anyone 
enters the building. Each new visi- games in the library. like a man limping through the 
tor is presented with a membership Occasional Violence door, unable to remember when he'd 
card so that he will have "a sense Occasionally, there are incidences had his last meal, can come in off 
of identification with the place." of violence, but the Rev. Mr. Me- the streets; where men who have 
In-depth Counseling Candlish appeared unperturbed. "You I abandoned everything, can find .that 
For three months last year 50 just don't lose your head," he ex- they, themselves, are not entirely 
men were selected to participate in plained, adding. "You develop maneu- abandoned. . 
a "research in dependency" pro-
gram with co-op social work stu-
dents from Northeastern Univer-
sity. It is hoped that at some time 
in the future such in-depth coun-
seling can be made a permanent 
part of the center's activities. 
For a short period of time films 
on alcoholism were shown on a 
weekly basis and were very well 
received by the visitors, according 
to the program assistant. "Most 
of these men are aware of the ex-
tent of their problem," he said. 
"They are interested in others in 
COMING TO 
NEW YORK? 
MAKE WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE YMCA 
YOUR HEADQUARTERS IN N. Y. C. 
REASONABLE • COMFORTABLE • CONVENIENT 
Save money . Go further . Stay 
longer. The William Sloane House 
YMCA has 1491 rooms available 
to men, women and groups, sen-
sibly priced at $3.15·$4.60 single; 
$5.00 ·$5.20 double. Rates include 
YMCA membership. Enjoy conven-
ient transportation to everything. 
Coffee Shop • Cafeteria • Laundry 
Barber Shop • Check Room 
Tailor· Sightseeing· TV Ro'b m 
Information 
REQUEST POOKLET [£j 
OPEN WEDNESDAY NITE 'TIL 9 
Special Introductory Offer 
Wed., Nov. 16th only 



















298 Washington St., Wellesley Hills 
(One Block from Route 9) 
Open Mon ·Sot. 9 :30·6, Wed . 'til Q-235.4347 
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Weetfg 
THEATRE sindas, Boston photogmpher. 
The Theatre Company of Boston 
will present Armstrong's Last Good-
night by John .Alrdoo Nov. 3D-Dec. '1.8 
at the Hotel Touraine. The play oom-
bines a Robin Hood, a Henry Higgms, 
a maiden, 'and 16th centucy ScotLand 
with resulting !fireworks Tickets aTe 
on sale now. 
Holly Golightly is featured at the 
Shubert on a pre-Broadway engage-
m-ent, through Nov. 24. 
The Loeb will present Sartre 's The 
Victors Nov. 17-20, 23-26. One of Sa· 
rtre's more forceful scripts, it por-
trays the triaJs of members of the 
French Resistance in a Nazi prison 
camp. Thomas Babe rurects. 
For tihose who will be in the area 
during Thanksgivill1g va<:'ation : the 
Loeb will feature G. E . Lessing's 
Nathan Der Weise on Nov. 27-28 and 
Carl Sternheim's Burger Scbippel on 
Nov. 29, performed by Die Bmcke 
<The German Overseas El!lJsemblel, 
$1.50; 8:30 p.m. 
Man of La Mancha, a musical hit 
on Broadway, comes to the Colonial 
Nov. 15 fo·r a four week stay. The 
p~ay, based on "Don Quixote, " stars 
J ose Ferrer. 
MUSIC 
Nearly 300 works from the world's 
most important oollection of Indian 
art, the Nasli and Alice Heeramaneck 
collection, will be on display at the 
Museum of Fi,ne Arts Nov. 19 through 
Jan. 8. 
The deCordova Museum af Lincolin1, 
Mass. will exhibit 70 pairntings and 
drawings from nine Latin American 
countries Nov. 6 tlhrough Dec. 4. 
New selections for r€!Iltal will be 
displayed by the Institute of Con· 
temporary Art Nov. 12·27. 
LECTURES 
Tues., Nov. 22 at 8:15p.m. Edwin 
0. Reischauer, former U.S. Ambass-a-
dor to Japan, will speak on "The 
Sensitive Westem Role in Asian De-
velopment" in the Shapiro Forum, 
Brandeis University. Admission: 
$1.50. 
Sen. Wayne Morse, vigorous oppo-
nent of President Johnson's fo:reign 
,policy will lecture in the Ford HaU 
Series at Jord<~n H<~ll on "Does the 
U.S. Have a Foreig;n1 Policy?" Sun. , 
Nov. 20, 8:00 p.m. Admission t ree. 
MOVIES 
Premiering at the newly opened 
Cheri I Sax theatre, Georgy Girl, 
staring Lynn Redgrave, Alan Bates. 
At its sister theatre, Cheri II, is The 
Fortune Cookie with J'ack Lemmon. 
Go early to get ticke ts. 
The Department of Music at Har-
vard will present a lecture by Samuel 
P. Bayard, ~rofesso.r otf Englislh at 
Penn State University, on "Manner-
isms of Traditional Singers," Mon., 
Nov. 21 at 4:30p.m. at Pai>ne Hall. Barn To Stage ... 
Admission free. 
The New England Conservatory will Continued from page one 
present a ooncert of Spani<Sh music Among the discomfited Athenians 
by faculty members, in memoriam • and Spartans are John Murnane, 
of the death of composer Antonio de Michael Robbin, Joseph C. N. Upton, 
Cabezon, ono Nov. 23. They will pre- John Cross III, C~arles _R. Nichols, 
·sent a program of pi!ano music in- Robert R. Underh11l, Enc Swanson, 
duding works by Schoenberg, Chopin, Ree:om Haile, Paul Donlon and 
Liszt, Baclh and Beethoven. Chr~stopher Brooks. 
MozaJrt''S Grand Mass in c Minor Ttck~ts are on sale at the In-
will be sung by the Lexington Chor al formatiOn Bureau, a~ $1.50. Welles-
Society Nov. 19 at 8:JO p.m. •and ley College student tickets are $1.00. 
Nov. 20 at 3:30p.m. F'or free tickets 
call 862-7413. 
Remember! Boston preview of 
Moses and Aron, Nov. 28. Get tic-
kets at_ the L'lfo Bureau. 
ART 
Nov. 9 th.rough Dec. 11 the Museum 
of Fine Aorts will present the lirlst 
exhibit of polaroid oolor photography 





24 Hour Service 
The Community Playhouse is fea-
turing a double dose of Bond: Dr. No 
and Goldfinger through next Wred· 
IErich Heller to Lecture 
About Neitzsche, Yeats 
Erich Heller, professor of oompara-Century Germany.'' 
nesday. tive literature at Nbrthwestern Uni- Many Publications 
At tlhe BMttle Ivan the Terrible, versity, will lecture on "Neitzsche P.rofeSOO'r Heller has served on the 
part of Eisenstein festival including .and Yeats" in Pendleton on Tues., faculUes of Cambridge University, 
Alexander Nev<>ky and Moussorgsky. Nov. 22 at 7:45 p.m. the University of Wales, Branders, 
Part 1: Nov. 17-18; Part 2: Nov. 19 The speaker gradwted wi th dis· I Heidelberg University, MIT, Thbtn-
and 20. Performances daily at 5:30, tinction in studies in law, philosophy, gen University, and Oolumbia. He 
7:30, 9:30. Matinees Saturdays and and Germal!lJ literature tfrom the G€tr· ha<> lectured throughout Germany, 
Sundays at 3:30. man Unive11sity at Prague in 1963. England, and the United States. 
MISCELLANEOUS He received ihis Ph.D. from Cam- Amoog his numerous publications 
The Interrn•ational Auto Show will bridge University in 1948. Hios thesis ·are The Disinherited Mind, <Essays 
continue furough Nov. 19 at the War topic was "Thomas Mann- A Study in Modern German Litocature a'ld 
MemoriaJ A~ditorium. Admissi<m: of His Work in Relation to the Main Thought l; -The Hazard of Modem Po-
$1.75. Curre•nts of Thought in Nineteenth etcy; Nietzsche - Drei Essays; and 
Readers Wr;te M-ore . . . The Artist's Journey into the Interior 
., and Other Essays. He also edited 
Continued from page seven 
purpose of building and maintaining 
parking lots." We assume, of course, 
Studies in Modern European Liter· 
no less butter; 2) a general state of ature and Thought. 
bliss encompasses the rest of th'i The lecture will be in English. 
campus community and may produce \ •--.::=======::.-__, that other alumnae, happy or un-
h d d. . . h h effects in terms of attitudes in gen- LOST AND FOUND appy, o not 1mmJs t e rate at 
which they contribute to the College. era! and the quality of work in par-~ Claim your lost articles NOW 
Now Mr. Goldman and I have no ticular. t th I f B b f th t 
"economic issues." Since the total In closi[1g, I should like to say that a e n o ureau e ore e pos • 
I also agree in principle with those Thanksgiving sale! 
resources of the College have in- readers of N ews who believe Mr. ~~~~iii:~~~~~~~~~ 
creased, the problem of the "al1oca- ~ ---- -D'Amato and I should, in the future, 
tion of scarce resources among al- confine our discussions of Economics 
ternative and competing ends" is no in the classroom. 
worse than before the campaign for Yours respectfully, 
cars b·egan. All students, at least Joan Greenwood 
some alumnae, Mr. D'Amato and I Instructor in Economics 
are happier, for cars are possible in -=====-=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
fact as well as in principle. Those ·-
who do not favor cars in principle 
will be distressed. They can perhaps 
be partially compensated for their 
unhappiness by two factors : 1) al-
though there are more guns, there is 
GET DISCOUNT CAiitD 
on Patent Medicines - Vitamins -
Cosmetics - Toiletries - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
Call CE 5·2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Charge Accounts & Free Check Cashing 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Custom Photo ·Frames 
BUBERTS 
83 Central Street 
SKT TNSTRVCTORS 
Weekend pos itions available for 
skiers lo insh'uct high school 
boys and g·irls . Priot· instruction 
ex(lerience not requirl?d. Good 




Wri te or Call: 
P.O. Box 1149, Pit t sfi elrl , Mass. 
Lebanon. Sp r ings (N.Y.) 7-1255 
Tony Curtis 
Virna Li si 
1 : :}0-~ : :!0 
7: I 0- ~J :30 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills CEdar 5-0047 
Evenings at 7 :45 
Sunday Continuous Beginning 
at 4:30 
NOW! Ends Tues., Nov. 22 
Sean Connery as James Bond 
in "GOLDFINGER" 
and "DR. NO" 
7 Days beginning Wed., Nov. 23 
Charltlrn Reston & Rex Harrison 
in "THE AGONY 
AND THE ECSTASY" 
SPECIAL MATINEES 
Wed., Fri., Sat., Nov. 23·25·26 at 2 
Adam West aad Burt Waro 
in "EATMAN" 




J ill St. John 
l ::lO-:J -.10 -.5:2.5 
7 :20-9 :30 
Christmas in California 
Spend your vacation in California this 
year. Board a Non-Stop Jet. 2 Bags 
Free Plus Carton. Return any time. Save 
$80.00 over reg. airfare. ( 280.40 plus 
tax) NOW -- Reservations are limited 
S<l reserve your seat now. min. stay 10 
days. 
WE L LES L E Y, W ashinJ:tnn Stn ·<· t - W EL-
L ESLE Y III LLS - W ESTO?\ 1\0 A D · 
W E LL ES LEY .LO WE!\ F ALLS - ~IlLLlS -
DOV EH • F HAN KL!N ( Eas t ) - Slit\ liO N 
PARKER TRAVEL AGENCY 
(opp. B.U.) 566-4087 
Mark Stevens 
FAMOUS NAME SHOES 
Feminine Footwear - Fashions 
Attractively Low Priced 
564a Washington Street 
Wellesley Sq. CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
South Shore National Bank 
Open Friday night 'til 9 P.M. 
For the 
Thanksgiving Gift 
that is different 
come to the 
South Shore National Bank 
Member F.I.D.C. 
II. l. GIIUIUIILL presents 
in Alaocilfien witll CLUI 4l 
PETE 
SEEGER 
SAT. DEC. 3 8:30 -P.M. 
BACK BAY THEATER, 
209 MASS. AVE. 
... ami oow 
hll)dit 
4)4) 
FRIDAY thru TUESDAY 
Mat. 1:30 -Eve. cont. 6:30 
"The Knack" at 3:20-6:30-9:45 
"Leather Boys" at 1:30 and 8:00 
'"ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES 
I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!" 
II.. U£ PUn preunlt l JllYMOMO moss ~ROOUtllOM .. 
m[A TUSH INGHAM 
pu.IQrs 
•'-IIIWIU IT ~' I II,III ~ ·· =:r~~~t'l' .. ~~.'t!~::---ttt-1 
tJMt. IOt jJ 'JI[ ftJUS riC a 
WELLESLEY 
GOURMET Tickets $4.00-$3.00-$2.00 Wt1ytofio! 27 Grove Street c::::>O~~~~~K:::>(J~~!K::::>O~~¥Q 
237-1450 A 
Open Friday Nights ~ ~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::~~.! Q GENEVA, SWITZER AND CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND Q 
~ Academi~ 0Y:::3:; Europe ~ 
RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY ~ 
235-9736 Freshman, soph:::~ u::; j:::l;:~='::::~nterim progrrun ~ 
5000 guys and gals, grads and 
undergrads are pulling out Thurs-
day evening Jan 26th for the wildest 
all night blast on rails·. It's what's 
happening baby!-three days of 
fun, Jan 26-29 at the 
Quebec Winter Carnival 
All expenses $8 5 See your campus rep today 
Wellesley Texaco 
Pick Up Available at 
College Gates 
Reserve Early 
NO LOWER RATES IN _MA8S. 
, Second semester group now forming. Leaves for Europe, ~ 
~~~==~~~--~--~._ __ _. __ C_mn_BllA_;e_7_:~::~~~=-~~~-D-HAM~~~--~--------J 
